Minutes of ManCom (34a)
Informal meeting at North Duffield Village Hall: Tuesday September 3rd (6.30pm – 8.30 pm)
All committee members, apart from RH, were present.
The meeting had been called, as agreed at ManCom34, mainly to run through the exercises to be
used on the forthcoming “Practice Day” (September 15 th).The 6 exercises that had been selected
were all tried out in turn.












The positioning of jacks and bowls were agreed. These would be marked in chalk on the
relevant mats so that the positions were consistent for each player who bowled.
Some exercises were deemed more difficult than others but all would only be awarded 1 point
for each successful attempt.
Each exercise would be on one mat supervised by one ManCom member who would award
points at their discretion. This would ensure consistency in scoring. For speed, there would be
no measuring.
Players, in groups of 5 (or possibly 6 depending on numbers) would circulate across each
mat/exercise in turn (1 end on each).
2 complete circuits (possibly 3 depending on time) of the 6 mats would be done. This would
give each player 4 or 6 bowls for each exercise.
Whilst 30 (or 36) players were on the exercise mats the remainder would take part in the ND
“Nobble” on the other 6 mats. Jill and Joseph to run this (as David Newsome was now
working). The two groups of players would swop once group 1 had completed the exercise
circuits.
After the above was completed there would be a break for lunch.
In the afternoon all players would play in the usual “mix ‘n match” session as organised by Jill.
The morning sessions are expected to run from 10-12.30 and the afternoon from 1-2.30.
All players would keep their own scorecards.

Other business informally discussed
JiN/RM agreed the layout of the scorecard and Robert would print them all out.

Action RM

Small cash prizes will be awarded to the top 3 players.

Action RG

PJ presented the “sample” shirt provided by ZapKam. There was discussion regarding the additional
yellow circle surrounding the county badge. It turned out that this was the same as on the previous
order for jackets (which had not been picked up). It was agreed to accept this and go ahead with the
order.
Action PJ
RG was applying to change the bank mandate. Robert will be added and Barry will be removed.
Robert provided a specimen signature. RG is also applying for “internet banking” on our account.
The relevant form was signed by RG and AJ.
Action RG
RG/FB discussed Premier teams starred player list to be sent to Bill Burn before October 6th.
Action RG
Handbooks will be ready for distribution during the day.
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Action RG

